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Introduction

Robots have the potential to replace manned
machines and to carry out tasks in environ-
ments that are either remote or hazardous,
such as space, deep sea, or underground.
However, to create intelligent, reliable, mo-
bile robots, capable of operating effectively
in a wide variety of environments, the lim-
ited learning ability of robots needs to be ad-
dressed (Brooks & Matarić, 1993). Mobile
robots are typically brittle: they are unable
to adapt to changing environmental conditions
(e.g., changes in terrain or lighting) or internal
conditions (e.g., drift or permanent failure in
sensors and/or actuators), and to learn new
tasks as they execute.

We study how learning can be achieved in
robotic systems through evolutionary algo-
rithms (EAs), a nature-inspired approach that
mimics Darwinian evolution. Instead of man-
ually programming the robots to carry out a
mission, an EA is executed onboard robots
during task execution in order to synthesize
and continuously optimize the artificial brain
or controller of each robot. This approach is
known as online evolution and can automat-
ically generate the artificial intelligence that
controls each robot. However, despite the
potential for automatic robot learning, online
evolution methods have not yet been able to
solve any but the simplest of tasks, and the
approach typically requires a prohibitively long
time to evolve controllers on real robots (sev-
eral hours or days) (Silva, Duarte, Correia,
Oliveira, & Christensen, 2016).

Contributions of Research

We have introduced a novel online EA called
odNEAT (Silva, Urbano, Correia, & Chris-
tensen, 2015) for decentralized online evo-
lution of artificial neural network (ANN) con-
trollers in groups of robots that evolve in paral-
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lel and exchange candidate controllers to the
task. Contrarily to previous approaches, in
which the controller structure is defined by the
human experimenter, odNEAT evolves both
topology and weighting parameters of ANNs.
The algorithm starts with minimal networks
and effectively complexifies them by adding
new neurons and new connections through
mutation. In this way, odNEAT can automat-
ically find an appropriate degree of complexity
to the current task (Silva, Urbano, et al., 2015).

We have extensively assessed the perfor-
mance of odNEAT in a number of simulation-
based studies, in which the algorithm was
shown to enable: (i) scalability (Silva, Cor-
reia, & Christensen, 2015), as groups of dif-
ferent size can leverage their multiplicity to
achieve superior task performance and speed
up evolution, (ii) robustness, as the controllers
evolved can often adapt to changes in en-
vironmental conditions without further evolu-
tion (Silva, Urbano, et al., 2015), and (iii) fault
tolerance, as robots executing odNEAT are
able to adapt their behavior and to learn
new behaviors in the presence of sensor
faults (Silva, Urbano, et al., 2015). We have
additionally developed different approaches to
speed up online evolution, including a tech-
nique in which sub-behaviors can be prespec-
ified in the neural architecture (Silva, Cor-
reia, & Christensen, 2014), and racing tech-
niques to cut short the evaluation of poor con-
trollers (Silva, Correia, & Christensen, 2016).

For the real-robot experiments, we have im-
plemented odNEAT in groups of Thymio II
robots, each of which extended with a Rasp-
berry Pi 2 single-board computer (see Fig. 1).
The robots form an ad-hoc IEEE 802.11g
wireless network, and communicate with one
another by broadcasting UDP datagrams.
We have successfully evolved controllers for
canonical tasks, including navigation and ob-
stacle avoidance, homing, and aggregation.
The controllers were evolved completely on-
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Figure 1: Three of our Thymio II robots (two in the
front, one in the back), each of which extended
with a Raspberry Pi 2 single-board computer.

line, in less than one hour, thereby showing
the potential of our approach and a path to-
wards online evolution in a timely manner. As
the final topic of the doctoral research, we
are experimenting with evolutionary multi-level
composition of evolved control. Our final goal
is to enable scalable and efficient synthesis of
solutions for complex, multi-competence tasks
beyond the state of the art in the field, and to
help realize the full potential of online evolu-
tion.
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